Music Event
for Individuals to

Experience Interfaith Harmony
WHAT Enlisting the power of music, the latest neuroscience findings in Entrainment and ancient
wisdom of the world’s spiritual practices we will guide participants into deep musical communion
with each other, where they will actually experience their oneness and harmony in an uplifting,
safe and positive environment.
WHERE Hampton Roads Virginia is home to 1.7 million people. Unity Church of Tidewater, able
to seat 850 people, with will join with other spiritual communities in this area to present this event.
WHEN The first week in February.
HOW Specially written chants, spiritual inspiration from world religions and beautiful
instrumental music gradually syncing biorhythms into a state of oneness and inner listening.
WHO All who attend will be the “Voices of Harmony” lead by the Composer, Guitarist and Chant
Leader along with our Oberlin College trained Pianist.
WHY As Jordan‘s King Abdullah proposed ”It is …essential to resist forces of division that
spread misunderstanding and mistrust, especially among peoples of different religions. The
fact is, humanity everywhere is bound together, not only by mutual interests, but by shared
commandments to love God and neighbour, to love the good and neighbour … What we are
proposing is a special week during which the world‘s people, in their own places of worship, could
express the teachings of their own faith about tolerance, respect for the other and peace.”
IN CONCLUSION We have been holding Interfaith Music Events since 2012 when we too
recognized the need for understanding, community and love. It is now more important than ever
to find and manifest harmony not in just our minds, we must feel it so that it becomes a part our
being. We have the vehicle to do this. In February we will literally make Interfaith Harmony.
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